
Spelling Lesson 13 – Antarctic Journal  
wiped  Sentence: He wiped the sweat from his face. Definition: rubbed or swept off  

covered  Sentence: I covered the top of the bed with the quilt. Definition: overlaid the surface of  

mapped  Sentence: We mapped out our route to get to the lake. Definition: charted a route or laid a plan  

pleasing  Sentence: The lovely music was pleasing to my ears. Definition: enjoyable or agreeable  

slipped  Sentence: She slipped on the ice and nearly fell. Definition: suddenly slid, moved smoothly, erred  

putting  Sentence: I am putting my books in my backpack. Definition: placing or positioning  

traveled  Sentence: He traveled to ten countries. Definition: made a journey  

seeking  Sentence: We explored the island, seeking treasure. Definition: looking for or searching  

visiting   Sentence: My grandma is here visiting from the coast. Definition: going to see, paying a call on  

mixed  Sentence: We mixed and combined the ingredients. Definition: to combine different things together  

shipped  Sentence: I shipped the box through the mail. Definition: sent or transported by water or other 
means  

phoning  Sentence: The caller is phoning to speak to his dad. Definition: calling someone on the telephone  

offered  Sentence: He offered to work if she needed extra help. Definition: suggested or gave freely; made 
available  

smelling  Sentence: Yuck, I am smelling his stinky feet! Definition: using one's nose to detect odor  

hiking  Sentence: I am hiking the hill with a walking stick. Definition: taking a long walk, especially up a hill  

checking  Sentence: I am checking to see if the mail has come. Definition: looking, examining, or verifying  

fainted  Sentence: Someone who has fainted loses consciousness.  Definition: someone who loses 
consciousness from fear, hunger, or weakness  

landed  Sentence: The airplane landed on the runway. Definition: set down on a surface, ended up 
somewhere  

becoming  Sentence: The boy is gradually becoming a fine man. Definition: growing or changing into 
something  

wandering  Sentence: She's walking and wandering around aimlessly. Definition: roaming around without 
direction 


